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ABSTRACT
Traditional jitter-noise analysis which mainly focuses on the
clock jitter errors for impulse-sampled signals cannot accurately
model the sampled-data systems that practically include
nonuniform sample-and-hold effects. This paper presents a
comprehensive and robust analysis of the imperfections of
nonuniformly sampled-and-held signals due to clock jitter. Both
the general signal to overall jitter noise ratio, and also the
Spurious Free Dynamic Range subjected to narrow in-band noise
tone will be derived in closed-forms. Finally, a practical analysis
of the timing-skew effects in designing a 21.4 MHz IF sampleddata filter for radio applications will be addressed to illustrate the
effectiveness of the derived formula.
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inherent output Sampled-and-Held (Sm)waveforms as shown in
Fig.1 where T=l% is the nominal sampling period. Especially
when the system output is not always further processed or
sampled again by the next stage implying that the output holding
at nonuniformly timing instants cannot be neglected. The signal
frequency spectrum is also not simply a sin(x)lx shaped version
of the spectrum of the corresponding impulse-sampled version,
as in the case of traditional uniformly SIH signal [5].
Such kind of nonuniformly SIH signals can be typically
observed in parallel sampled-data systems (e.g. in systems with
front-end ADC and back-end DAC [6], and N-path sampled-data
filters [8-10]) as shown in Fig. 2. Since the input and output
sampling switches are usually driven by the same multi-phase
generator, and thus the input and output sampling timing-errors
are correlated, and the system output is in the nonuniformly
sampled-and-held form. Such sampling timing errors in general
have two different origins: One is imposed by purely random
sampling jitter that results in an increased noise floor over all
frequencies [3,4], while the other typically appears in parallel
sampled-data systems, where the sampling time instants are
unmatched but periodically fixed due to mismatches along
different channels (resulting in the the periodic timing-skew
fractional error sequence r,, m=O,l, ...M-I, as shown in Fig. 1,
with period Mwhich is usually equal to the parallel path number
N) [6,7]. Such periodic timing-skew will cause noise tones that
appear in frequency locations which are multiple of AIM,
whereas for narrow band filtering application, one of the noise
tone is normally in-band with the signal frequency, and not
possible to be removed by the filter.
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Fig. I Nonuniformly Sampled-and-Held Signal
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Fig.2 General parallel sampled-data systems structure
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Thus, this paper will present a complete description of signal
spectra of nonuniformly S/H waveform due to such sampling
time errors. Both the spectra representation of such kind of
signals will be given, and a.closed-form expression of ratio of
the signal to the noise induced by clock jitter will also be derived.
Moreover, the closed-form expression of Spurious Free Dynamic
Range (SFDR) subjected to in-band noise tone, which is suitable
for the narow-band filtering, will also be presented. Finally, a
practical design example of a 21.4MHr IF sampled-data filter for
radio communications will be analyzed to demonstrate the
reliability of the proposed formulas.

2. JITTER NOISE ANALYSIS OF NONUNIFORMLY
SAMPLED-AND-HELD SIGNAL
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Fig.3 FFT spectra of nonuniformly impulse-sampled and sampledand-held sinusoid (0=0.2,A+S,
= 0.1%)

The spectra representation of nonuniformly S/H signals, as
shown in Fig.1, were derived as [ 5 ] :

identically distributed (i.i.4random variables with Gaussian
distribution of zero mean and standard deviation of a, (=uJT
where U, is the standard deviation of timing jitter), with
. Substitute
characteristic function given by E [ ~ J % ' J ] =&&'iz
k = 0 into (3) and by evaluating the expected value of signal

where
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For a real input sinusoidal with frequency 0,=27f0, the noise
tones are located at w = ?w0tk(27f)/(MT), and to evaluate the
SNR, all the noise components in the Nyquist band [O,f;/2] will
be evaluated. Fig.3 shows a typical FFT spectra of a
nonuniformly SIH sinusoid together with the corresponding
impulse-sampled version with normalized frequency ~ f J h f 0 . 2 ,
timing-skew period A4=8, and standard deviation of rm=O.l%.
The derivation of the expression of SNR of such kind of
nonuniformly SIH waveform is rather complex and lengthy, so
only the key steps of the procedure are presented here. Assume
that w0#k(27f)/(MT), which means that the signal (and also the
noise tones) is not exactly located at integer multiples of f J M .
Substitute ( I b ) into ( l a ) with w=w0+k(27f)I()i(M53 and simplify it
hy Euler formula considering r,
period m = M, which implies that

and e
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assuming the timing-skew is small compared to T such that
0 p - T =2nf0qmT<<I. Using a similar approach, the expected
value of the noise components can be expressed as follows:
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and the SNR can be found by the following formula:

periodic with

1

i

(2a)

To determine the expected values of total power of all noise
components in the range of [O,f;l2],the sums in ( 5 ) are evaluated
with value ofk satisfying the following inequality:

and thus (la) becomes

L,'

O<fwoT+k-<rr

To find the SNR, both the expected value of signal power and
also the sum of power of various noise components using (3)
over the frequency range of [0,/;/2]
need to be determined.
We can determine the expected value of signal power by
assuming that rm, m = 0 ,I ,2,. ..M- I to be M independent,

and k f O
(7)
A4
The direct calculation of the sum of noise power over this
range is not realistic due to the complexity in (5). However, an
important characteristic in ( 5 ) is that the expected value of noise
components is a function of w,T+k(Zn)lM, so for the case of
purely random timing jitter (M-m), the sum tends to an integral
and it is possible to calculate the two sums in (6) by integrating
( 5 ) over the limit specified in (7). Thus, after the integration, the
total noise power at w=u~++Y2n)l(MT)
will be given by:
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Fig.6 Comparison of simulated & calculated SNR YS. timingskew period M and normalized frequency a (U,# = 0.1 %J

(a)
(h)
Fig. 5 (a) Simulated SNR & (h) Absolute error between the simulated and calculated SNR ofnonuniformly sampled-and-held sinusoid
vs. normalized frequency o and standard deviation with 1000 times Monte-Carlo Simulations and M-50)

and similarly the total noise power at w = - w o + k ( 2 7 c ) l ( ~is

By using (6), (4), (sa) and (Xb), the closed-form expression of
SNR for jitter-induced nonuniformly SIH sinusoid is obtained by
(9)
where
R(a)=-lOlog,o[I

-+- 3.7a

7.64a2

formula in (9) vs. normalized signal frequency a and the standard
deviation u , ~(M=50 to approximate the case of the purely
random jitter). The absolute error is well below 0 . 2 dB which
shows the effectiveness of the derived SNR formula.
Although the SNR derived in (9) with (9a) is for the case of
purely random jitter, it can be used also to approximate the SNR
due to periodic timing-skew. Fig.6 shows the MATLAB
simulation results of SNR as a function of timing-skew period M
and normalized signal frequency a together with the SNR
calculated from the derived formula ( U , ~ = O . ~ % ) . From this
figure, the simulation results converge to the calculated ones
when Mis large, and even with low values of M , the formula can
approximate the SNR within 2 dB accuracy.

1

tan(m) sin2@)
recalling that c1 is the normalized signal frequency fJA .
The derived SNR formula in (9) has two terms: the first
term is the main contribution of the overall SNR which depends
on both the normalized signal frequency and the standard
deviation of the timing-skew ratio (actually this part of SNR is
equal to the one of traditional nonuniformly impulse-sampled
signals [I]); the second term R(a) is a factor that depends only on
signal frequency, and Fig. 4 shows a plot that gives an insight on
how this term contributes to the overall SNR. For a 3 0.25, R(a)
= 0, which means that at this signal frequency the SNR for
nonuniformly SIH signal is equal to that for nonunifomly
impulse-sampled sequence. However, R(a) which can increase or
in opposition degrade the SNR with maximum of 5 dB cannot be
neglected, as shown in Fig.4. Fig. 5 is the 3 D plot showing both
the simulated SNR and the prediction error from the derived

3. ANALYSIS OF IN-BAND NOISE TONE

One of the most common methods to construct a narrowhand band-pass filter employs an N-path architecture [X-IO] as
shown in Fig. 2 with pass-band center at the frequency offJN.
However, one of the noise tones caused by periodic timing-skew
appears in-band with signal as shown in Fig. 3 , thus influencing
the performance ofN-path narrow-band filtering. To evaluate the
magnitude o f this noise tone, suppose a signal is located at a
frequency of u ~ 0 , = 2 7 5 5 The
.
value of k corresponding to the inhand image can be calculated as follows (which is produced by
negative components of the signal):
1 21T
2 x 3 21T
-- < - q , + k - < - or 0 . 5 < - M a + k < l . 5
(10)
2MT
MT 2 M T
If the signal is placed close to the center frequency, then a =
lIN=I/Mand (IO) will give k = 2 .
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Fig.7 A plot of variation of in-band SFDR
vs. timing-skew period M and u , ~

Fig.8 FFT spectrum ofthe 21.4 MHz 4-path FM radio IF filter
(signal frequency = 21.34 MHz, o , =~ 0.028%)

The expected value of the noise tone can be found from ( 5 )
with k = 2 and o = l/M(using negative frequency components):

jitter-errors in sampling time instants, the signal will be kept
holding across nonuniform time-interval, and thus the output
spectrum is not simply a sin(x)/x shaped version of the same
signal in impulse-sampled version. The signal-to-noise-ratio of
such kind of signals imposed by purely random jitter is derived
in closed-form, and this formula can be also used to well
approximate the SNK due to periodic timing-skew. The Spurious
Free Dynamic Range (SFDK) subjected to in-band noise tone
especially for narrow band N-path filtering is also derived in a
closed-form, together with an example of designing a 21.4 MHz
radio IF sampled-data filter to illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed formula. MATLAB simulation results show that the
accuracy of the derived SNK expression is clearly under 0.2 dB,
showing the effectiveness of the proposed formula.

and the expected value of signal component results from (4) as:

Thus, from (11) and (12) tbe Spurious Free Dynamic Range
(SFDK) in the passband subjected to jitter is given by:

(

-3

SFDRj,,,e, =3010glo M-2OlogIo 4 ~ 0 ~ ~ s i n (dBc)
(13)
Note that this equation is valid only when (I l / M and this is
usually true for band-pass filter constructed with N-path
techniques, as the signal is located near the frequency of
fJN=fJM. Fig.7 shows a plot of (13) as function of the timing
skew period M and standard deviation U-, and from the figure a
considerable reduction on the in-band noise tone caused by
periodic timing-skew is possible via increasing the path number
N (and the timing-skew period M).
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A complete and practical analysis of spectra of nonuniformly
sampled-and-held signals due to timing jitter is presented in this
paper. Because of the nature of.the sampled-data signal and the
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